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Abstract—This paper proposes overflow control schemes to sup-
port high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) mechanism in
the universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS). To access
the UMTS services, a user equipment (UE) communicates with all
cells (base stations) in an active set. However, multiple links be-
tween the UE and the cells in the active set may reduce the trans-
mission speed due to interference. Third-Generation Partnership
Project specification TR 25.950 proposes HSDPA. In this mecha-
nism, the UE only selects one cell (referred to as the serving cell)
in the active set for high-speed downlink transmission. In HSDPA,
the radio network controller sends the packet frames to the cells in
the active set. For the serving cell, the packet frames are forwarded
to the UE. On the other hand, every nonserving cell in the active
set queues the packet frames in a buffer. If the link quality between
the serving cell and the UE degrades below some threshold, the UE
selects the best cell in the active set as the new serving cell. Since the
nonserving cells do not send packet frames to the UE, their buffers
may overflow. In this paper, we propose schemes to address the
buffer overflow issue. Our schemes guarantee that when the buffer
of a nonserving cell is full, the previously received packet frames
in the buffer can be safely dropped, and after the UE has switched
wireless link to the new serving cell, no packet frames are lost.

Index Terms—Frame synchronization, high-speed downlink
packet access (HSDPA), overflow control, universal mobile
telecommunication system (UMTS).

I. INTRODUCTION

UNIVERSAL mobile telecommunications system (UMTS)
[9], [6] is a third-generation system proposed by the Third-

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), which is designed to
support higher data transmission rate for mobile users, and to
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provide streaming, interactive, and background services with
better quality of service [14]. UMTS terrestrial radio access net-
work (UTRAN) consists of Node Bs and radio network con-
trollers (RNCs). To access the UMTS services, a user equip-
ment (UE) communicates with cells (Node Bs) in an active
set through the air interface Uu which is based on wideband-
CDMA radio access technology [1]. If the quality of the wire-
less link between the UE and a cell is above some threshold,
then this cell is included in the active set. When the quality of
the wireless link of a cell in the active set is below the threshold,
then the cell is removed from the active set. Typically, there are
three cells in the active set. In standard UTRAN [5], multiple
paths exist between the UE and all Node Bs in the active set.
This mechanism does not support high-speed downlink trans-
mission because multiple links for a UE may increase the overall
interference within an UTRAN, and thus the data transmission
rate decreases.

3GPP TR 25.950 [4] proposes a mechanism to support high-
speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) [2]–[4], where a UE
only communicates with one cell (called the serving cell) in the
active set. This “serving cell” is selected by the fast cell selection
mechanism [3] based on the common pilot-channel received
signal code power measurements of the cells in the active set.
Two physical channels, high-speed physical downlink shared
channel (HS-PDSCH) and dedicated physical control channel
(DPCCH) are used for downlink packet frame transmission and
uplink/downlink signaling, respectively. While multiple cells
may be members of the active set, only one of them transmits
at any time in the HSDPA mode. Therefore, the interference
within a cell is potentially decreased, and the system capacity
is increased. Several feasibility studies have been contributed
to HSDPA [7], [8], [10]–[12], [15], [17]. The topics addressed
in these studies include adaptive modulation and coding, hybrid
automatic repeat request (ARQ), packet scheduler, and fast cell
selection. In this paper, we will focus on the buffer overflow
control issue for HSDPA.

Fig. 1 illustrates the network architecture of HSDPA with
the active set and the serving cell .
In HSDPA, the RNC sends the packet frames to all cells in
the active set. For the serving cell, the packet frames are for-
warded to the UE. For each nonserving cell, the packet frames
are queued in a buffer. The stop-and-wait hybrid ARQ (SAW-
Hybrid ARQ) [16] algorithm is exercised between the UE and
the serving cell for flow control of the wireless link. If the link
quality for high-speed downlink transmission degrades below
some threshold, the UE selects the best cell in the active set as
the serving cell. Then the next packet frames are transmitted
from the new serving cell to the UE. In HSDPA, the buffer in a
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Fig. 1. Network architecture of HSDPA.

nonserving cell may be full, and a scheme is required to avoid
buffer overflow at that nonserving cell. Furthermore, when the
UE switches to a new serving cell for downlink packet access,
the new serving cell should be informed the status of the buffer
(i.e., the number of packet frames received by the UE) in the
old serving cell. This action is referred to as frame synchroniza-
tion [4]. Since the nonserving cells do not send packet frames to
the UE, their buffers may overflow. The buffer overflow issue
is not addressed in 3GPP TR 25.950. In this paper, we propose
four overflow control schemes: basic overflow control (BOFC);
network-based overflow control (NOFC); combined BOFC and
NOFC (COFC); and COFC with counter rest (COFCR); and
prove the correctness of these schemes. In BOFC, the infor-
mation needed for frame synchronization is carried by the up-
link DPCCH. When the size of frame synchronization informa-
tion exceeds the capacity of an uplink DPCCH, this information
must be carried through multiple uplink DPCCH transmissions.
To avoid multiple HSDPA transmissions, we propose NOFC
to guarantee one uplink DPCCH transmission for frame syn-
chronization through message exchange between the old and
new serving cells. Then we propose COFC to take advantage
of both BOFC and NOFC. In this scheme, the old serving cell
decides whether to transmit frame synchronization information
through the network or uplink DPCCH. COFCR is enhanced
from COFC. In COFCR, the counters for the frame synchro-
nization are reset after each frame synchronization, and thus, the
size of frame synchronization information is reduced. We have
constructed analytical and simulation models to investigate the
delays of the frame synchronization for the four schemes. The
study indicated that COFCR outperforms BOFC, NOFC, and
COFC in terms of the cell switching delay for frame synchro-
nization. For the details, readers are referred to [13].

This paper details the procedures required for overflow con-
trol and frame synchronization for HSDPA. We formally prove

the correctness of these schemes. Our schemes guarantee that
when the buffer of a nonserving cell is full, the previously re-
ceived packets in the buffer can be safely dropped, and when
the UE switches wireless link to the new serving cell, no packet
frames are lost.

II. BOFC SCHEME

This section presents the BOFC scheme, and proves that the
scheme is correct. We first describe the flow control algorithms
exercised during downlink transmission. These algorithms are
executed by the RNC (i.e., OFC1), the serving cell (i.e., OFC2
and OFC3), and the nonserving cell (i.e., OFC4). Then we de-
scribe the basic frame synchronization (BFS) algorithm that in-
volves the UE, the old serving cell, and the new serving cell.

A. Overflow Control (OFC) Algorithms

To exercise HSDPA, every cell in the active set main-
tains a buffer of size for each downlink transmission.
Let be the number of packet frames currently stored in the
buffer of in the active set. The UE maintains a counter

to indicate the number of received packet frames. When
the UE switches the wireless link from the old serving cell to
the new serving cell, the value is sent to the new serving
cell for frame synchronization. At , two counters are main-
tained. The counter counts the number of packet frames
received from the RNC. The counter counts the number
of packet frames that have been processed by . If is
a serving cell, then is the number of packet frames that
have been received by the UE. If is a nonserving cell, then

is the number of packet frames deleted from the buffer. A
counter is maintained by the RNC to record the number
of packet frames that have been received by the serving cell. To
initiate HSDPA, the UE selects the serving cell based on the fast
cell selection criteria as described in the previous section, and

, , , , and values are initially set to
zero. In UTRAN, the ATM AAL2 is adopted for links between
the cells and the RNC [5]. These links are considered reliable,
and we assume that no packet frame is lost during transmission.
If the rare events of packet frame loss do occur, these lost packet
frames can be recovered by higher level protocols, which is out
of the scope of this paper. A window-based flow control algo-
rithm OFC1 with window size is used for downlink transmis-
sion from the RNC to the serving cell. After the RNC has sent
all packet frames of the current window, it must wait for an ac-
knowledgement (ACK) message from the serving cell before it
can proceed to send the packet frames in the next window.

Algorithm OFC1 (exercised by the RNC)
The RNC sends a packet frame to every cell in the active

set, and increments by one. Two cases are considered
for flow control.

1) Case OFC1.1. If mod , the packet frames of
the current window are not transmitted completely, and the
RNC continues to send the next packet frame to .

2) Case OFC1.2. If mod , the RNC has trans-
mitted all packet frames in the current window. The RNC
suspends the packet frame transmission until an ACK mes-
sage is received from the serving cell.
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Upon receipt of a packet frame, the serving cell exe-
cutes Algorithm OFC2 for flow control between the RNC and

. Two parameters, and , are used in this algorithm.
The overflow flag indicates if the buffer of overflows
(where indicates buffer overflow). Parameter in-
dicates the number of packet frames received by for the
current window. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
buffer size of the serving cell is .

Algorithm OFC2 (exercised by the serving cell)
This algorithm performs flow control between the serving cell

and the RNC.

1) Step OFC2.1. When a packet frame arrives, incre-
ments the number of packet frames received from the RNC,
i.e.,

(1)

The number of packet frames in the buffer of is set to

(2)

and the number of received packet frames within a window
is set to

2) Step OFC2.2. checks and values to determine
if it will receive the next packet frames from the RNC. There
are three cases.

Case OFC2.2.1. If has not received all packet
frames in the current window (i.e., ), it continues
to receive the next packet frame.

Case OFC2.2.2. All packet frames in the current window
have been received (i.e., ), and there is enough
space to accommodate the packet frames of the next window
(i.e., ). In this case, it is safe for the RNC to
transmit the packet frames in the next window. replies
the RNC an ACK message, and the RNC will be triggered
to send the packet frames in the next window.

Case OFC2.2.3. All packet frames in the current window
have been received (i.e., ), and does not have
enough space to accommodate the next packet frames
(i.e., ). sets the overflow flag

, and no ACK message is sent to the RNC.
Algorithm OFC3 is exercised between the UE and .

Since the wireless link is not reliable, SAW-Hybrid ARQ
[16] is used in OFC3 for flow control. In SAW-Hybrid ARQ,

sends a packet frame to the UE through the HS-PDSCH
channel in the air interface. The UE replies an ACK or a
negative acknowledgement (NACK) to through uplink
DPCCH, which indicates whether the packet frame is correctly
received. Details of Algorithm OFC3 are given below.

Algorithm OFC3 (between the serving cell and the UE)
When the UE receives a packet frame, it replies the status of

transmission to . There are two cases.

1) Case OFC3.1. If the UE receives an incorrect packet frame
from , it replies a NACK message to . re-
transmits the packet frame to the UE.

2) Case OFC3.2. If the UE receives a correct packet frame
from , it sets

(3)

and replies an ACK message. Then deletes the
last transmitted packet frame from the buffer, and the fol-
lowing counters are updated:

(4)

(5)

checks and to determine if an ACK message
should be sent to the RNC. One of the following three cases
occurs.

Case OFC3.2.1. After all packet frames of the previous
window have been received by , no ACK message has
been sent to the RNC (i.e., ), and after the counters

and have been updated in (4) and (5), is
allowed to receive the packet frames in the next window (i.e.,

). sends an ACK message to the
RNC, and sets . When the RNC receives the ACK
message, it resumes sending the packet frames of the next
window (see Algorithm OFC1).

Case OFC3.2.2. Like Case OFC3.2.1, , but
is not allowed to receive the packet frames in the next
window (i.e., ). In this case, need
not take any action.

Case OFC3.2.3. An ACK message has been sent to the
RNC when all packet frames of the previous window were
received by (i.e., ). No action is taken by .

continues to transmit the next packet frame to the
UE.

From (3) and (4) in Case OFC3.2, it is clear that the following
relationship holds:

(6)

From Cases OFC2.2.2 and OFC3.2.1, an ACK message is sent
to the RNC when .

For a nonserving cell (where ), when a packet
frame is received from the RNC, Algorithm OFC4 is performed
to avoid buffer overflow. The buffer size of is . In
Section II-C, we show that the relationship

(7)

must hold, or packet frames may be lost at frame synchroniza-
tion. Without loss of generality, we set that

(8)

Algorithm OFC4 (exercised by a nonserving cell )

1) Step OFC4.1. When receives a packet frame from the
RNC, it sets .

2) Step OFC4.2. If (i.e., the buffer is full),
deletes a packet frame at the head of the buffer, and incre-
ments by one. This step guarantees that the value is
no larger than .

3) Step OFC4.3. adds the received packet frame at the tail
of the buffer, and increments by one.
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Fig. 2. Message flow for Algorithm BFS.

The above algorithm (specifically, Step OFC4.2) guarantees
that

(9)

B. BFS Algorithm

If the link quality between and the UE degrades below
some threshold, the UE selects another cell in the active set as
the new serving cell based on the fast cell selection criteria de-
scribed in the previous section. Let the old serving cell and the
new serving cell have cell identities and , respectively. To
switch the high-speed downlink packet frame transmission link
from the old serving cell to the new serving cell ,
Algorithm BFS is executed among the UE, and for
frame synchronization. Then becomes the serving cell by
executing OFC2 and OFC3. In BFS,
denotes the number of packet frames that have already received
by the UE but have not been removed from . These packet
frames should be deleted by in the frame synchroniza-
tion algorithm. Fig. 2 illustrates the message flow for Algorithm
BFS, and the details are described as follows.

Algorithm BFS (The UE switches the wireless link from the
old serving cell to the new serving cell )

1) Step BFS1. When the UE detects that the quality of the wire-
less link to degrades below a threshold, it selects an-
other cell in the active set as the new serving cell, and
sends a Change_Serving_Cell_Request message to
through uplink DPCCH. The UE starts the timer, and
expects to receive a Change_Serving_Cell_Response mes-
sage from before expires.

2) Step BFS2. When receives the Change_Serving_
Cell_Request message, it stops high-speed downlink
packet frame transmission, and replies the Change_
Serving_Cell_Response message to the UE. sets

(so that (8) holds). At this point,
becomes a nonserving cell, which executes Algorithm

OFC4 to process the next packet frames received from the
RNC.

3) Step BFS3. Upon receipt of the Change_Serving_Cell_Re-
sponse message, the UE stops the timer. Then
through uplink DPCCH, the UE sends a Serving_Cell_Ac-
tivation message to (where and the cell
identity are specified in this message). The UE starts the

timer, and expects to receive Serving_Cell_Activa-
tion_Response from before expires.

4) Step BFS4. Upon receipt of the Serving_Cell_Activation
message, becomes the serving cell for the UE by exe-
cuting Steps BFS5-BFS7 (these steps are for frame synchro-
nization).

5) Step BFS5. sets and
.

6) Step BFS6. If , deletes packet
frames in the front of the buffer for the UE. Otherwise
( ), deletes packet frames in the
buffer, and deletes the next packet frames
received from the RNC. sets ,
and sets (so that (8) holds). Then it
executes Algorithm OFC2 to process the next packet frames
received from the RNC.

7) Step BFS7. Through downlink DPCCH, assigns an
HS-PDSCH to the UE by sending the Serving_Cell_Acti-
vation_Response message. After the UE has received this
message, it stops the timer. starts to transmit
packet frames to the UE by executing Algorithm OFC3.

At Step BFS3, the Serving_Cell_Activation message is car-
ried through uplink DPCCH. The information that can be car-
ried by uplink DPCCH is limited. When the value ex-
ceeds the size that can be transmitted through an uplink DPCCH,
more than one uplink DPCCH transmissions are required to de-
liver the value. In Section III, we will propose the NOFC
scheme to guarantee single uplink DPCCH transmission.

C. Correctness Proof for Frame Synchronization in BOFC

In BOFC, if when Step BFS5 is executed, then it
implies that a nonserving cell (which becomes the serving
cell later) has dropped packet frames in its buffer, and these
dropped packet frames have not been received by the UE. If so,
the dropped packet frames are lost when the UE switches the
wireless link to . In this section, we prove that in BOFC,

(i.e., no packet frame is lost). Let and be
the old and new serving cells in Algorithm BOFC. From Step
BFS5, the following relationship holds:

(10)

From (6), (10) is written as

(11)

Thus, to show that no packet frames are lost (i.e., ),
it suffices to prove that

(12)

Depending on whether has dropped packet frames before
frame synchronization, we show that the inequality (12) holds
in two cases (see Lemma 1 and Lemma 2).

Lemma 1: Suppose that when receives the Change_
Serving_Cell_Request message in Algorithm BFS (i.e., UE
starts to switch the wireless link from to ), has
delivered packet frames to the UE, and no packet frames
have been dropped by . Then Algorithm BFS guarantees
that (12) holds; that is, .
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Proof: Suppose that when receives the Change_
Serving_Cell_Request message in Algorithm BFS, has
not dropped any packet frame; that is, . Since the UE
may have received packet frames from before it switches
to , it is clear that , and (i.e.,
(12) holds).

If has dropped packet frames before frame synchro-
nization, we show in Lemma 2 that the inequality (12) holds if

always maintains a free buffer space of size .
Lemma 2: In Algorithm BFS, suppose that has

dropped packet frames before receives the Change_
Serving_Cell_Request message. Then

if (i.e., (7) holds).
Proof: Suppose that when receives the Change_

Serving_Cell_Request message in Algorithm BFS, the RNC
has transmitted packet frames to the cells in the active
set, and and packet frames have been received by

and , respectively. Let be the number of packet
frames queued in the buffer of .

Since has dropped packet frames before it becomes the
serving cell (i.e., ), from Step OFC4.2, we know that
the number of packet frames received by is larger than

, and has dropped packet frames.
That is

(13)

From (2) and (5), we have

(14)

Substrate (13) from (14), we obtain

or

(15)

From (7), we have , (15) is
rewritten as

or

(16)

Since the number of the packet frames received by is no
larger than the number of packet frames sent by the RNC, we
have

(17)

Because the flow control with window size is executed be-
tween and the RNC (see Steps OFC1.1 and BOF2.1), the

value is bounded by

or (18)

From (17) and (18), we have

which implies

(19)

Applying (19) into the right-hand side of (16), we obtain the
following inequality:

Theorem 1: Suppose that when receives the Change_
Serving_Cell_Request message in Algorithm BFS, has
delivered packet frames to the UE, and packet frames
have been dropped by . Then (12) (i.e.,

) always holds.
Proof: If has not dropped any packet frames before

frame synchronization, then Lemma 1 shows that (12) holds.
If has dropped any packet frames before frame syn-

chronization, Lemma 2 shows that (12) holds if (7) holds. Since
Steps OFC2.2 and 3.2 guarantee that (7) holds,
always holds.

In Lemma 2, we show that if a nonserving cell maintains
more buffer slots than the serving cell, then no packet frames
will be lost during frame synchronization. One may question
if we really need to maintain so many extra buffer slots in the
nonserving cell, i.e., can we set

where (20)

In the following lemma, we show that if (20) holds, then packet
frames may be lost.

Lemma 3: If during downlink packet
frame transmission, then (12) may not hold; i.e.,

.
Proof: Suppose that maintains a buffer of size

where . Consider the scenario
that the transmission speed from the RNC to is much
faster than that to . In this case, all packet frames in the
current window sent by the RNC have been received by ,
but none of them was received by , i.e.,

(21)

Furthermore, if the transmission speed from the RNC to
is much faster than that from to the UE, then it is possible
that

(22)

By applying (22) and (21) into (15), we obtain the following
equations:

and packet frames have been lost after frame synchronization.

III. NOFC SCHEME

In this section, we propose the NOFC scheme, and then show
how NOFC can combine with BOFC to take advantages of both
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Fig. 3. Message flow for Algorithm NFS.

schemes. This combined OFC (COFC) scheme can be further
improved by counter reset, where the counter values are offset
to smaller values so that the messages required for frame syn-
chronization can be reduced.

In the NOFC scheme, the information (i.e., the value)
needed for frame synchronization is delivered from the old
serving cell to the new serving cell through the
RNC. Like BOFC, NOFC utilizes Algorithms OFC1–4 for
packet frame transmissions from the RNC to the cells, and from
the serving cell to the UE.

A. Network-Based Frame Synchronization (NFS) Algorithm

Fig. 3 illustrates the message flow for the network-based
frame synchronization algorithm NFS, and the details are
described as follows.

Algorithm NFS (The UE switches the wireless link from
to )

1) Step NFS1. Similar to Step BFS1, Change_Serving_
Cell_Request message is sent from the UE to .
The cell identity is specified in this message. The
UE sets the timer, and expects to receive a
Change_Serving_Cell_Response message from
before this timer expires.

2) Step NFS2. When receives the Change_Serving_
Cell_Request message, it stops downlink packet frame
transmission to UE, and sends a Change_Serving_Cell_Re-
quest message to the RNC, where and cell identity
are specified in this message. At this point, becomes
a nonserving cell, which sets and
executes Algorithm OFC4 to process the next packet frames
received from the RNC.

3) Step NFS3. Upon receipt of Change_Serving_Cell_request,
the RNC forwards this message to .

4) Steps NFS4 and NFS5. computes
, where is specified in the Change_Serving_

Cell_Request message. deletes the first
packet frames in the buffer, and replies a Change_
Serving_Cell_Response message through the RNC.

5) Step NFS6. forward Change_Serving_Cell_Response
to the UE.

6) Step NFS7. When the Change_Serving_Cell_Response
message is received, the UE stops the timer. Then it
sends a Serving_Cell_Activation message to through
uplink DPCCH. The UE starts timer , and before this
timer expires, it expects to receive the Serving_Cell_Acti-
vation_Response message from .

7) Step NFS8. Through downlink DPCCH channel,
assigns a HS-PDSCH to the UE by sending the

Serving_Cell_Activation_Response message. sets
and starts to transmit packet frames

to the UE by executing Algorithm OFC3. After the UE
receives this message, it stops .

As we mentioned before, the NOFC scheme is similar to the
BOFC scheme, except that the information for frame synchro-
nization is sent from to through the RNC. Therefore,
correctness of NOFC is also proved by that in Section II-C.

B. COFC Scheme

From Figs. 2 and 3, it is clear that if the value can be
fitted in one DPCCH, then the number of messages exchanged
in BFS is less than that in NFS. On the other hand, if multiple
DPCCHs are required to deliver in BFS, then the cost
of BFS is higher than that of NFS (because the DPCCH delay
is anticipated longer and less reliable than that of message de-
livery in Steps NFS2–5 of NFS). Therefore, it is desirable to
combine BFS with NFS to take advantages of both schemes.
This new scheme is referred to as the COFC scheme. In the
frame synchronization algorithm CFS of the COFC scheme (see
Fig. 4), determines whether BFS or NFS should be exer-
cised when it receives the Change_Serving_Cell_Request mes-
sage. Let be the maximum value of the number that can be
carried through one uplink DPCCH transmission. If (which
is the same as ) is less than , then triggers to
execute BFS (i.e., Step BFS2 is performed; cf., Step CFS6 in
Fig. 4). Otherwise, executes NFS by sending the
value to through messages in Steps NFS2–5 (see CFS2–5
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Fig. 4. Message flow for Algorithm CFS.

in Fig. 4). Then it performs Step NFS6, that is the same as Step
BFS2. After the UE has received the Change_Serving_Cell_Re-
sponse message from , it exchanges Serving_Cell_Activa-
tion and Serving_Cell_Activation_Response message pair with

(Steps CFS7 and CFS8). In the Serving_Cell_Activation
message, if , then the value is included. If

, then the value 0 is included. When receives
the Serving_Cell_Activation message from the UE, it checks
whether it has already received the value from . If so,
it ignores the value (which is 0 in this case) received from
the UE. Otherwise, it uses the received value to compute

. The CFS message flow illustrated in Fig. 4 is basically
the same as NFS in Fig. 3, except that the messages sent in Steps
CFS2–5 are dashed, which means that these steps may or may
not be executed. The timers and are the same as

and , respectively.

C. COFC With Counter Reset

Consider a HSDPA transmission session. Suppose that
frame synchronizations are performed in this session (i.e.,
the UE switches serving cells times). After the th frame
synchronization ( ), more than packet frames
have been transmitted. Then after the th frame synchroniza-
tion, four more message exchanges are required when the CFS
algorithm is exercised. To reduce the possibility of these extra
message exchanges, we can substract the counters , ,

and by a number if when frame
synchronization occurs. We slightly modify the steps in CFS
to accommodate this counter reset action. At Step CFS2, if

(i.e., ), then first determines the
offset value

(23)

In Lemma 4, we will show that the value computed in
(23) guarantees that after counter reset, flow control be-
tween the RNC and the serving cell operates correctly. This

value is delivered to the RNC and then to through
the Change_Serving_Cell_Request message. If there are other

nonserving cells in the active set, then the RNC also
forwards the value to . Upon receipt of the value, both

and take the following action. Let or .
deletes packet frames in the buffer, and
modifies the and values as follows:

and

Upon receipt of the Change_Serving_Cell_Response messages
from (see Steps CFS4–8 in Fig. 5), the RNC, , and
the UE modify their counters as follows:

and

Note that the value must be a multiple of [as computed
in (23)]. This restriction is required so that flow control be-
tween the RNC and the serving cell operates correctly after
counter reset. More precisely, the above restriction ensures that
the module action performed on (see Cases OFC1.1 and
OFC1.2) are not affected by the reset operation, as proven in the
following lemma.

Lemma 4: In CFS, the following relationship holds:

(24)

Proof: Since a packet frame is sent from the RNC to
before it is sent from to the UE, we have

or (25)

From (25), there exists a nonnegative integer such that

(26)

Let

(27)

where . Equation (27) implies that

(28)
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Fig. 5. Message flow for Algorithm CFS with Counter Reset (the counters are reset at the “�” points in the time lines).

Then, from (27) and (26), we have

(29)

From (28) and (29), the relationship (24) holds.
Since all counters , , (for all in the

active set) and are subtracted by the same value , frame
synchronization still functions correctly in CFS, which can also
be proved by that in Section II-C.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper described OFC schemes to support the UMTS
HSDPA mechanism specified in 3GPP TR 25.950. We first in-
troduced the HSDPA, and then discussed the buffer overflow
issue not addressed in 3GPP TR 25.950. To resolve this issue,
we proposed three OFC schemes: BOFC; NOFC; and COFC. In
BOFC, the information needed for frame synchronization is car-
ried by the uplink DPCCH. When the size of frame synchroniza-
tion information exceeds the capacity of an uplink DPCCH, this
information must be carried through multiple uplink DPCCH
transmissions. To avoid multiple HSDPA transmissions, we pro-
posed NOFC to guarantee one uplink DPCCH transmission for
frame synchronization through message exchange between the
old and new serving cells. Then we proposed COFC that com-
bines BOFC and NOFC. In this scheme, the old serving cell
decides whether to transmit frame synchronization information
through the network or uplink DPCCH. This paper described
the procedures required for overflow control and frame syn-
chronization for HSDPA. Our schemes guarantee that when the
buffer of a nonserving cell is full, the previously received packet
frames in the buffer can be safely dropped, and after the UE has
switched wireless link to the new serving cell, no packet frames
are lost. We also provided the correctness proof for the proposed
schemes.
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